
Jang	 Goo	 Lee

by	 Kelly	 Lee

My name is Jang Goo Lee

I am too lazy to do my homework and I would rather be playing games so I 

invented a robot that looks exactly like me and does homework for me. It does 

all the homework for me! I was at home avoiding homework, with my mum 

shouting.  Then I had an idea of a robot in my place.  I got my idea from my 

favourite movie that is a comic about robots and superheroes. There was one 

robot that I was interested in. There would be no homework for me.  I am very 

clever but also lazy. I also don’t want my mum to find out that I didn’t do my 

work.

Grandmother’s and Grampa’s Hat

I also invented a famous hat. It is called grandmother’s and grampa’s hat. It’s for 

grandmothers and 

gramps that want to 

look younger. The hat 

has a dial on the side 

and it helps you go 

exactly to the age you 

want to be. If you hear a 

click, it means you’ve 

gotten one year 
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younger. And if you reach the year you want to be then you have to press on 

the dial. 

You can only make the hat by collecting dry, long hay. First, you have to go to 

the jungle. 

Then you have 

to find the 

biggest male 

lion that you 

see. Then, you 

have to scare 

the lion and 

collect the hay 

that the lion 

was lying down on. Then you have to sew it by your own and then when you 

finish making the hat, then you have to add a dial to the side of the hat. 

I came up with this invention from mum’s make up things. When mum went to 

work, I tiptoed to my mum’s bedroom and got every sort of make up  and tried 

it with my mum’s favourite hat and looked at the mirror. I thought that the make 

up things were a waste of money. So I came up with the idea for the hat that 

makes you look younger. 
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My Invention Pitch:

I am Jang Goo Lee. I have invented a hat that makes you look younger. The hat 

is useful to grandma’s and grandpa’s who want to look younger. 

To use the hat you need to turn the dial and count how many clicks it makes. 

every click means you are one year younger! The hat is made out of dry, long 

hay from the jungle.
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